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a b s t r a c t 

We study the Short-Time Cell Outages (STCO) phenomena affecting Base Stations (BSs) in a mobile cel- 

lular operator network. The STCO is defined as a short-time outage of all or some BS cells (sectors) that 

lasts up to 30 min in a day, thus still guaranteeing more than 98% of operation. It is type of outage 

which cannot be detected directly through an operator network monitoring system. Although a complete 

characterization of STCOs has never been reported in the literature, such events are affecting the cellular 

network of every mobile operator. In particular, a statistical analysis of STCOs based on BSs measurements 

of a complete operator mobile network is performed. Our results show that: (i) STCOs impact everyday 

life of an operator network, (ii) high load of cells corresponds to an increase in the number of STCOs and 

their duration, (iii) the impact of STCOs to single sectors and whole BSs is not negligible, (iv) most of 

STCOs are recorded in urban areas compared to rural ones, (v) the impact of STCOs on users is higher in 

rural areas compared to urban ones, and (vi) the STCOs are correlated with the transferred traffic rather 

than the outside air temperature. 

© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 

Equipment outages in cellular access networks result in degra-

dation or complete service interruption. Such occurrences cause

operator revenue losses and users dissatisfaction [1] . After price

and network coverage, outages are now considered the third most

significant factor influencing subscribers churn [2] , what addition-

ally contributes to the revenue losses. Mostly, mobile operator

technical staff detects outages in real time, through reception of

automated failure logs sent to the Operations and Maintenance

Center (OMC) [3] . 

In this paper, characteristics of special types of outage named

Short-Time Cell Outages (STCOs) are analyzed. They can be per-

ceived by the operator as hidden outages, since most of them

cannot be directly detected through failure logs received by the

OMC. Instead, awareness of those outages can be gained indirectly,

through subscriber complaints, service traffic decrease or by ex-

tracting data from an operator Performance Monitoring (PM) sys-

tem such as Ericsson Network IQ (ENIQ) solution [4] . 
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In order to be classified as STCO, allocated Transmit Channel(s)

TCHs) of all or some Base Station (BS) cells (sectors) must be in an

utage state for up to 30 min in a single day. In the coverage area

f a cell, users experience a lack of service during outage period(s).

uch 30 min downtime takes into account single outage lasting up

o 30 min, or a sequence of shorter outages (more than one) with

otal duration equal or less than 30 min in a day. 

Although cell outages lasting more than 30 min in a day (clas-

ified in the paper as Long-Time Cell Outages - LTCOs) also exist in

ellular networks, there are several important reasons which mo-

ivate the analysis of STCOs. Firstly, some previous research works

ave already reported characterization of failures and outages in

ellular networks [5] and Internet protocol (IP) backbone networks

6] . However, that characterization was dedicated to all outage

ypes lacking conclusions related to the frequently occurred STCOs.

econdly, although most of the mobile operators are aware of the

TCOs, up to 30 min outage in a day still ensures fully BS cell

peration for minimally 98% time of a day. Hence, the BSs hav-

ng STCO(s) are fully operational between 98% and 99.999% of a

ay, that is from the operator’s perspective acceptable daily op-

ration time. Thirdly, operators treat elimination of LTCOs with

tronger attention, with the goal of as fast as possible outage

limination. However, analyses of failure and recovery rates in

5,7] report that high percentage of failures in cellular access net-

orks are self or auto recovered. Hence, many STCOs are caused
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Table 1 

Data set features. 

Feature Value 

Total number of subscribers ≈0.5 millions 

BS location nation-wide 

Total number of BSs ≈800 

Total number of sectors ≈2400 

Overall measurement time 7 days 

Time granularity 15 min 

Total number of outage events 3560 

Maximum daily STCO duration 30 min 
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y self/auto-recoverable failures lacking any manual intervention

or the outage recovery. This fact additionally alienates operator

ttention from such type of outages. Fourthly, the importance of

ell outages has been recognized by the 3rd Generation Partner-

hip Project (3GPP). The 3GPP ongoing work in developing Tech-

ical Specification (TS) 32.541 (Release 12), addresses mitigation

f cell outages through automated self-healing process which is

art of the next generation Self-Organizing Network (SON) concept

6,8] . Hence, the analysis presented in this paper can be useful for

uture development of cell outage detection and compensation al-

orithms which are currently topic of great interest [9–11] . 

All these facts, combined with limited access to the cell out-

ges data obtained from real cellular networks, are the rationale of

tatistical analyses of the BSs STCOs like the one proposed in this

aper. Causes of such outages are similar to those of LTCOs. They

re related with BSs software/hardware failures, congestion (load),

emperature variations, power supply outages, environment causes

e.g. storm and/or lighting), etc. Such outages are inherent for op-

rators BSs of the second (2G), third (3G) and forth (4G) genera-

ion. Also, analyses show that most of operators see space for im-

rovement in understanding the causes of their outages [2] . Hence,

n depth understanding of STCOs characteristics can help operator

echnical staff, researchers and equipment manufacturers to min-

mize or even eliminate the outages causes during network plan-

ing and operation phase. 

According to our knowledge, this is the first paper which analy-

es the STCOs behavior in real cellular networks. The main contri-

utions of this paper are: (i) explanation of weekly temporal vari-

tions of the STCO pattern in terms of number and duration of the

TCOs per BS and cell, (ii) deep analysis of spatial variations of the

TCOs based on Cumulative Distributing Function (CDF) of num-

er and duration of the STCOs per BS and cell, (iii) estimation of

ot transferred traffic caused by STCOs on the level of complete

perator network, (iv) indication of interdependence among Mean

ime Between Outages (MTBO) and duration of STCOs, (v) presen-

ation of differences among STCO statistics for BSs and cells cover-

ng urban and rural areas, and (vi) investigation of possible causes

f STCOs. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2

verviews the related work. Section 3 details how to detect and

xtract the STCOs from real measurements of a cellular network.

esults from a measurement campaign of a national operator net-

ork are reported in Section 4 . Section 5 discusses how mobile

etworks could be improved in order to limit the impact of STCOs.

inally, Section 6 concludes the paper. 

. Related work 

Equipment outages impact the performance of telecommunica-

ion networks. Authors of [6] have performed a detailed charac-

erization of outages in an operator backbone network, by lever-

ging on the Intermediate System to Intermediate System (IS–IS)

outing updates to detect the failure events. The Authors perform

lso a preliminary investigation of possible causes of failures in

he network, showing that maintenance operations, router-related

nd optical-related problems are the main causes of failure events.

oreover, the spatial and temporal variations of traffic are con-

idered (e.g., showing that the outages follow a Weibull distribu-

ion). Differently to them, in this work we have considered a differ-

nt scope, i.e., a cellular network rather than a transport backbone

etwork. Similarly to them, however, temporal and spatial behav-

ors emerge also in our case, suggesting that common characteris-

ics can be inferred (e.g., the mean time between STCOs follow a

eibull distribution like in [6] ). 

In [5] the Authors investigate the impact of failures and changes

n the network (e.g., deploying new BSs, or changing the old ones).
owever, the impact of STCOs is not considered, e.g. only classical

utages are analyzed. Differently from them, our work is tailored

o the investigation of STCOs, showing that their impact is far to

e negligible. Additionally, we consider the impact of traffic and

he role of the sectorization on the intensity of such failures. 

Additionally, in [7] the Authors provide estimates of the mean

ime between failures and the mean time to repair in a cellular

cenario, showing that both of them follow a Weibull distribution

and not an exponential one). Moreover, they claim that most of

oftware failures are auto-recovered in practice. Our work, even

f tailored to STCOs and not to classical failures like [7] , confirms

hese findings. Although the fitted distributions are the same of

7] , their parameters are quite different, due to the fact that STCOs

ave been not considered in that previous work. 

Finally, in [12] the Authors analyze the number of calls, SMS,

nd data transfers considering both spatial and temporal variations

or different cities. The analysis reveals that there is a strong day

ight-trend in the analyzed features. Additionally, spatial differ-

nces emerge from the proposed data (especially when business

r residential districts are analyzed). Our work also considers the

emporal variations of the cellular features. However, differently

rom [12] we focus our attention on the analysis of STCO failure

vents vs. time, which should be an additional metric that should

e taken into account by an operator. 

. How to detect and extract the STCOs 

The main characteristics of the STCOs phenomena affecting BSs

f an operator mobile access networks is that STCOs are hard to

etect and to follow in real time, due to the frequent STCO appear-

nce, its short duration and auto-recovery behavior. Actually, STCOs

re recovered faster than mobile operator becomes aware about

etails of each STCO occurrence. For example, short BS power sup-

ly variation, preventive BS activity state transition due to exces-

ive temperature increase or decrease inside BS rack, autorecov-

ry software or hardware failures and temporal cell interference or

ongestion are some of the main causes of STCOs. For that reason,

TCOs are not detected directly through reception of automated

ailure logs sent to the OMC of an operator. Instead, outages are

etected indirectly from operator performance monitoring system. 

Analyses of the STCOs have been performed on data measured

n the whole access network of a national operator, having ap-

roximately 800 BS sites equipped with 2G and 3G technologies.

hose BS sites offer overall cellular coverage on the national level.

n the analyses, only 2G BSs are taken into account. Reasons can

e found in the cellular network configuration, which is set up

n a way that the 2G technology dominantly accepts voice, while

he 3G one dominantly accepts data traffic. Since the voice traffic

s intolerant to any kind of cell outages, it is assumed that ana-

yzing STCOs of the 2G technology can offer highest contribution

n terms of obtained results. Table 1 summarizes the main fea-

ures of the considered data set. In order to guarantee operator
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Table 2 

Main notation. 

Symbol Measurement unit Description 

T [s] Total period of time under investigation 

δ [s] Time slot duration 

D [units] Cardinality of T 

S [units] Set of sectors 

N [units] Cardinality of S 

d ij [Erlangs] Traffic served during time slot i for sector j 

γ ij [units] Working percentage (between 0 an 1) of sector 

j during time slot j 

ω ij [units] Binary variable: 1 if γ ij < 1, 0 otherwise 

�ij [units] Binary variable: 1 if sector j experienced an 

outage during time slot i , zero otherwise 

�c 
i j 

[units] Binary variable: 1 sector j experienced an 

outage during time slot i with γi j == 0 , zero 

otherwise 

�ij [s] STCO Duration of an outage starting at time i 

on sector j 

�ij [Erlangs] Traffic not transferred during time slot i for 

sector j 
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confidentiality, additional details concerning BS cells and their lo-

cations are omitted in the rest of the paper. 

STCOs are collected for each sector of each BSs in a central-

ized database of the operator OMC. In the first step, performance

monitoring database is filled with information obtained from per-

formance monitoring system (such as ENIQ platform). Then, as

a second step, STCOs are extracted offline from the parameters

saved in the database. Each outage event (STCO) is a function of

multiple parameters. In particular, an outage event is extracted

from the multiple performance parameters collected in the per-

formance monitoring database (a more formal description of the

procedure is reported in Section 3.1 ). The most important parame-

ters used for detection of STCOs from the performance monitoring

data are: the duration of Traffic Channel (TCH)/ Standalone Ded-

icated Control Channel (SDCCH) availability, the amount of trans-

ferred data over TCH/SDCCH, the level of TCH/SDCCH time con-

gestion rate, the TCH/SDCCH drops, etc. After STCO detection, logs

for only those BSs experiencing STCOs are analyzed for Observa-

tion InTervals (OIT) lasting a fixed amount of time. For example, if

the level of TCH channel availability is below 100% during one OIT,

this gives a direct confirmation that traffic channel was unavail-

able for end users in this period. In this way, STCO is singled out

from a time without offered traffic. In addition, the same time slot

may take into account series of STCOs occurred during the same

OIT, and they are cumulatively included in summarized reports for

each OIT. In our scenario, the OIT is set to 15 min. This is the mini-

mum value used to create entries in the database, in order to limit

the number of records. However, as we will show in the following,

it is possible to detect outages lasting less than the OIT duration. 

Fig. 1 reports the timing, the type of events and the most sig-

nificant fields that are logged. In particular, the first outage event

lasts for 30% of the OIT, therefore the log entry for the sector

records a TCH channel availability percentage equal to 0.7 (i.e., 70%

of the total OIT). Moreover, the traffic observed during the mea-

surement window is also reported (which is equal to 0.03 Erlangs).

During the following time slot (22:45–23:00), the sector (cell) did

not experience any STCO in this OIT. Then, two outage events are

recorded from the same sector during OIT (23:00–23:15). Since

they last in total for 50% of the OIT, the log entry records a TCH

channel availability percentage equal to 0.5. In the following, an

outage lasting for the whole OIT is recorded during OIT (23:30–

23:45), and therefore the TCH channel availability percentage is

equal to 0. Finally, a STCO starting during OIT (0 0:0 0–0 0:15) and

ending during OIT (0 0:15–0 0:30) is recorded. More in depth, the

log entry for the sector records a TCH channel availability percent-

age in the penultimate OIT equal to 0.8, and in the last OIT equal

to 0.9. 

From the information collected in the performance monitoring

database, offline retrieving of the STCOs is performed. In particular,

STCOs are extracted in the last week of June. 1 It is reasonable to

believe that such seven days extracting period represent fair time

period for generalized explanation of STCOs behavior. Table 2 re-

ports the main notation of used parameters and variables. More

formally, we assume that the total period of time under investi-

gation T [s] is divided in slots with duration δ [s]. D is the total

number of time slots in T . We assume that the set of sectors in

the network under consideration is denoted by S , with cardinality

N = | S| . Moreover, we assume that one BS cell covers with radio

signal one sector and hence one cell corresponds to one sector. For
1 The choice of the considered time period is motivated by the fact that we want 

to cover working and not working days (e.g. Sunday). Therefore, we have considered 

an entire week. Regarding the month, we have selected a period of time without 

holidays and also when most of the people are working (in order to obtain signif- 

icant data from urban BSs). We leave the extensions of the results over multiple 

data sets as future work. 

t  

i  

t  

t  

s

ach sector j in the network and each time slot i we denote with

ij ∈ [0, 1] the working probability, i.e., how much the sector has

een fully operational during slot i with duration δ. If γ ij < 1, then

he j th sector has experienced an outage during time slot i . Addi-

ionally, we introduce the binary variable ω ij which is set to 1 if

ij < 1, 0 otherwise. ω ij is used to count the events during which

he sectors have not been fully operational. Finally, let d ij be the to-

al traffic (in Erlangs) that has been served by sector j during time

lot i experiencing STCOs. 

Given the previous definitions, we then introduce the variables

elated to STCO. We introduce the binary variable �ij which takes

alue equal to 1 if the j th sector has experienced a STCO during

ime slot i , zero otherwise. Moreover, we denote with �ij the total

uration of STCO for sector j starting at time i . 

.1. STCO extraction algorithm 

In the following, we detail the procedure to extract the STCO

vents �ij and �ij from the working probability γ ij . Algorithm 1

eports the pseudocode description. The procedure takes as inputs

he working percentage γ ij and the served traffic d ij for each sector

nd each time slot, and it produces the STCO events �ij and dura-

ion �ij . The algorithm first iterates over the set of sectors (line

). Then, for each sector, the single time slots are considered (line

). An outage is triggered when γ ij < 1 (line 6). In this case, the

tarting time of outage is saved (line 8), a flag is set (line 9) and

he outage duration �ij is initialized (line 11). Moreover, the bi-

ary variable �ij is set to 1 (line 13). Additionally, the total traffic

ot transferred �ij is computed (line 14), by estimating the traffic

equested during the OIT, i.e., 
d i j 
γi j 

2 , and then computing the traffic

ot transferred 

d i j (1 −γi j ) 

γi j 
. 

Focusing then on the following time slots, if γ ij is again lower

han 1, we assume that the outage is still continuing, i.e., two con-

ecutive periods without fully working activity are considered be-

onging to the same outage event (see e.g. i = 7 and i = 8 in Fig. 1 ).

n particular, if γ ij ≤ 1 the outage duration is updated (line 22) and

he not transferred traffic is computed (line 23), otherwise the flag

s unset (line 19). In the last step, all the outages lasting for more

han 30 min in a day are removed (line 28), since we assume that

hese outages are classified as LTCOs. Note that the total duration
2 We assume that the amount of traffic does not consistently vary inside the ob- 

ervation interval. 
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Fig. 1. Outage events recording in the OMC database. 

Algorithm 1 Pseudo-code description of the procedure to extract 

the STCOs. 

Input: working percentage γi j , traffic served d i j ∀ i, j 

Output: STCO duration �i j , and event �i j ∀ i, j

1: for j = 1 ; j ≤ N; j + + do 

2: outage=false; 

3: for i = 1 ; i ≤ D ; i + + do 

4: if outage == false then 

5: //check working percentage 

6: if γi j < 1 then 

7: //record starting time for outage 

8: k = i ; 

9: outage=true; 

10: //initialize the total outage time 

11: �k j = γi j × δ; 

12: //record the outage event 

13: �i j =1; 

14: �i j = 
d i j (1 −γi j ) 

γi j 
; 

15: end if 

16: else 

17: if γi j == 1 then 

18: //outage has finished 

19: outage=false; 

20: else 

21: //outage continues for the previous time slot 

22: �k j = �k j + γi j × δ; 

23: �i j = 
d i j (1 −γi j ) 

γi j 
; 

24: end if 

25: end if 

26: end for 

27: //remove LTCOs (outages lasting for more than 30 minutes in 

a day) 

28: [ �, �, �]=remove_LTCOs( j, �, �, �); 

29: end for 

o  

δ
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Table 3 

Main parameters and variables values for the example of Fig. 1 . 

Time slot d ij [Erlangs] γ ij ω ij �ij �c 
i j 

�ij [s] 

i = 1 0.03 0.7 1 1 0 270 

i = 2 N/A 1 0 0 0 0 

i = 3 0.01 0.5 1 1 0 450 

i = 4 N/A 1 0 0 0 0 

i = 5 0 0 1 1 1 900 

i = 6 N/A 1 0 0 0 0 

i = 7 0.0028 0.8 1 1 0 270 

i = 8 0.035 0.9 1 0 0 0 
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4 The figure reports also sectors apparently always experiencing outages over the 
f each STCO event may be higher or lower than the slot duration

(e.g. see for example the STCO recorded at i = 1 in Fig. 1 ). 

In the next step, we introduce the variable �c 
i j 
, which takes the

alue 1 if the outage at time i for sector j has experienced an STCO

nd γi j = 0 . When �c 
i j 

= 1 , the sector has been completely not op-

rational during the OIT. This type of STCO is referred as hard STCO

ince it involves an outage causing then a potential severe service

isruption. Table 3 details the main parameters and variables val-

es considering the example reported in Fig. 1 . 3 
3 The duration for outage event recorded during time slot i = 8 is used to com- 

ute the STCO duration during time slot i = 7 (see also line 22 of the algorithm). 

w

v

r

a

. Analyses of STCOs 

.1. STCOs temporal variation 

We first investigate the STCO variation in the network. Fig. 2

etails the STCOs �ij and hard STCOs �c 
i j 

considering the varia-

ion of time on the x -axis and the sector identification number

n the y -axis. While national cellular operator has approximately

400 different sectors (cells), the total number of different sec-

ors reporting STCOs during the considered seven days period is

round 1300. The red points highlight the hard STCOs, i.e., a STCO

hich has experienced at least one ω 

c 
i j 

during its duration. Such

vents are particularly negative for users, since all the user traf-

c is not transferred during the OIT period. Interestingly, we can

ee that the STCO events are quite distributed in the network,

ith a limited number of sectors reporting STCOs during night

nd during weekend. The different sectors behaviors in terms of

TCO(s) occurrences are due to the following reasons: (i) different

raffic patterns, (ii) different locations, and (iii) potentially differ-

nt HW characteristics. In the following, we will mainly investi-

ate the impact of traffic and location. 4 We expect that the im-

act of HW characteristics is rather limited in this case, due to two

ain reasons: (i) the network under consideration is composed by

Ss with the same technology, and therefore similar equipments

re used, (ii) the technology adopted is already mature, and we

xpect that the BSs have comparable ages (and therefore simi-

ar HW features/characteristics). We leave the investigation of HW

quipments for future work, in which we will consider different

echnologies (2G/3G/4G) and different com ponents installed in the

etwork. 

We then analyze the temporal variation of the absolute num-

er of STCOs and hard STCOs, i.e. �j �ij and 

∑ 

j �
c 
i j 
, as reported in
hole considered time period (black horizontal lines in the figure). By further in- 

estigating this issue with the operator, we have found that these sectors are not 

eporting correctly the outages and therefore they are discarded in the rest of our 

nalysis. 
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Fig. 2. STCOs �ij (black dots) and Hard STCOs �c 
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Fig. 3 . In particular, the total number of events is higher during the

day w.r.t. the night. Moreover, the number is lower during week-

end days (i.e. 28th and 29th June), suggesting that when the net-

work is more utilized the number of events increases. Additionally,

most of hard STCO events are localized during the week days, with

less events during weekend and during nights. Finally, we can note

an increase in the events on 25th June, suggesting that the net-

work has suffered a large number of STCO events during this day.

This behavior is a consequence of severe weather conditions dur-

ing that day followed with lighting and vast rains, which caused

STCOs increase in the network. 

To give more insight, we compute the average duration of out-

age events as the ratio between the total duration of outages and

the total number of outages for each time slot i : 

�̄i = 

∑ 

j �i j 
∑ 

j �i j 

(1)
ig. 4 reports the average duration of outage events vs. time.

he average duration is clearly lower during the night and dur-

ng weekends, i.e., when traffic is low. On the contrary, the aver-

ge outage duration tends to increase during peak traffic hours and

hen the network has experienced the storm event. 

More in depth, Fig. 5 reports the estimated total traffic trans-

erred �j d ij and not transferred traffic during each OIT, which

s the one that has been dropped due to STCOs, i.e., �j �ij . We

ompute the total amount of not transferred traffic considering

he whole network of the operator. By knowing the amount of

ot-transferred traffic, operator can directly perform Erlang to

onetary conversion and obtain precise information about rev-

nue losses caused by STCOs. Fig. 5 clearly shows that the not

ransferred traffic is higher during the day and lower during the

ight and weekend. This is mainly consequence of higher out-

ge probability caused by higher load, power supply outages and
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quipment temperature variations which occur more often during

he day. Moreover, by comparing Fig. 5 and Fig. 3 , we can notice

hat the higher amount of traffic not transferred in some time pe-

iods is a direct consequence of the STCOs occurrence in these pe-

iods, with outages occurring more often at higher loads. 

Fig. 6 reports the total duration ( �j �ij ) of STCOs vs. the instan-

aneous number of outages ( �j �ij ) for each time slot. In particu-

ar, we can clearly see that the more STCOs occur in the network,

he higher will be also the total duration of all STCOs. However,

ost of points are located in the bottom left side of the figure,

uggesting that, when the network experiences a limited number

f STCOs (e.g., during night and during weekends), their total du-

ation is also quite low. 

.2. BS and sector STCOs 

In the following, we investigate how much STCOs affect each

S. In particular, let us denote with B the set of BS, with cardi-

ality E = | B | . A BS STCO is triggered by its sector STCO(s). We

hen introduce the integer variable Y iz , which counts the number

f STCOs for its sectors, i.e., ϒiz = 

∑ 

j∈ z �i j . Fig. 7 reports an exam-

le of BS STCOs for a single cell. In particular, Y iz is at most equal

o three since the BS coverage is in practice generally composed

y three sectors. Fig. 8 reports the number of BS STCOs vs. time in
erms of involved sectors. Most of BS STCOs are due to one sector

TCO. However, STCOs involving three sectors are very frequent in

he network, especially during the week days. We then introduce

he integer variable ϒ c 
iz 
, defined as ϒ c 

iz 
= 

∑ 

j∈ z �c 
i j 

. ϒ c 
iz 

is larger

han zero when a severe STCO is experienced, referred as hard BS

TCO in the rest of the paper. Fig. 9 reports the number of hard

S STCOs. Interestingly, most of these events are due to 3-sector

utages, suggesting that, when the sector is not serving traffic for

t least one OIT, this STCO involves all the BS sectors. From both

igs. 8 and 9 , we can infer possible causes of STCOs. In particular,

he big storm event occurred during one day of the week has im-

acted the number of STCO events involving all the three sectors of

 BS. This is reflected in both figures, where a larger number of 3-

ector events is recorded during the considered day. Under normal

onditions, i.e., when an outage is due to load or software failures,

t is quickly recovered and it normally involves only one sector.
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The correlation of STCOs with traffic is also highlighted especially

in the case of sectors. More in depth, more congested sectors in

terms of users activity will be more prone to the STCOs due to the

larger load in these sectors. However, in the case of a high users

activity on each of the three sectors of the BS, there is the possi-

bility to observe a 3-sector event. This is also highlighted in Figs. 8

and 9 , which show an increase of 3-sector events during working

days and day hours. 

4.3. STCO cumulative distribution function 

During this step, we compute the empirical Cumulative Dis-

tribution Function (CDF) of the number of STCOs (i.e., �i �ij and

�i Y iz ) over the whole week under consideration. Fig. 10 reports

the STCO CDFs for single sectors and entire BSs, respectively. In

particular, the number of BS STCOs is higher than the number of

sector STCOs since the BS STCO is triggered by one, two, or three

of its sectors STCOs (e.g., as reported in Fig. 7 ). Hence, outage of at

least one BS sector is also accounted as BS outage. Results show

that the average number of STCOs in the seven days period is

around 8 for the sector and 24 for the BS, meaning that STCOs

happen on network average 1.14 times per day per sector and 3

times per day and per BS, respectively. Moreover, the number of

BS STCOs is at most three times the number of sector STCOs. This

is an expected result, since coverage of each BS is composed on

average by three sectors. 

To give more insight, we compute the CDFs for the average

STCOs duration for each sector. We compute the average STCO
uration φj as: 

j = 

∑ 

i �i j 
∑ 

i �i j 

(2)

dditionally, we compute the CDFs for the duration of BS STCOs,

enoted as �z , in the following way: 

z = 

∑ 

i, j∈ z �i j 
∑ 

i, j∈ z �i j 

(3)

Moreover, we compute the maximum STCO duration for each

ector: 

max 
j = max 

i 
�i j (4)

nd the maximum STCO duration for each BS: 

max 
z = max 

i, j∈ z 
�i j (5)

Fig. 11 reports the CDFs for the average sector STCO duration

j , the average BS STCO duration �z , the maximum sector STCO

uration φmax 
j 

, the maximum BS STCO duration �max 
z , respectively.

nterestingly, 50% of BSs and sectors have STCOs lasting more than

 min on average. Moreover, the maximum duration of an STCO

vent is longer than 10 min for 40% of BSs and sectors. Thus, we

an see that the impact of STCOs in the network is not negligible. 

To extend our analysis, Fig. 12 reports the CDFs of the Mean

ime Between STCO (MTBSTCO) and the STCO duration observed

n the whole network, respectively. The CDF of STCO duration has

een computed from all observed values of �ij . Moreover, the

TBSTCO is computed as the observed mean time between out-

ges for all time slots in which �i j == 1 , i.e., when an outage
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(b) STCOs vs. time (X = 20000)
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(c) STCOs Density vs. time (X = 16000)
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Fig. 13. Number of STCOs and STCO density in urban and rural areas for X = 16 , 0 0 0 and X = 20 , 0 0 0 . 

Table 4 

Mean, variance and parameters for the estimated weibull dis- 

tributions. 

STCO duration MTBSTCO 

Mean 1.42 [min] 1236.58 [min] 

Variance 7.76 [min 2 ] 8745747.42 [min 2 ] 

Scale parameter 0.87 [min] 564.49 [min] 

Shape parameter 0.55 0.477 
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s experienced. Interestingly, 80% of STCO events have a duration

ess than 2 min and a MTBSTCO less than 20 0 0 min, which cor-

esponds to 33 h. Both the curves have then been fitted with dif-

erent well know distributions (i.e., Weibull, Poisson, Exponential),

dopting the maximum likelihood method to estimate the distri-

ution parameters. Table 4 reports the results obtained for the

est fitting, which is a Weibull distribution. 5 In particular, the av-

rage estimated STCO duration is equal to 1.42 min, while the

verage estimated MTBSTCO is around 1237 min. Although the
5 This is an expected result, since the Weibull distribution is reported to be the 

est fitting also by previous works on outages like [7] . 

e  

t  

t  

p  
elected distributions are in line with previous work mainly fo-

used on LTCOs, the estimated Weibull parameters are different

rom previous work, since the STCOs occur more frequently in the

etwork than LTCOs. 

.4. Impact of STCO location 

In the following part of our work, we consider the STCOs occur-

ence in rural and urban areas. Urban areas are characterized by a

igh number of BSs, due to the fact that there are many users ac-

essing the network, and therefore the BS planning is driven by the

umber of potential users and traffic capacity. On the contrary, in

ural areas, coverage is the main objective and therefore BSs posi-

ions tend to be more sparse compared to urban ones. In particular,

he STCO events reported from sectors in towns having more than

 inhabitants are considered as urban, while these are rural in the

pposite case. Fig. 13 (a)–(b) report the variation of STCO events vs.

ime, considering X = 16 , 0 0 0 and X = 20 , 0 0 0 , respectively. Inter-

stingly, most of STCO events are recorded in urban areas rather

han rural ones, suggesting that urban areas are more susceptible

o the STCO event. This is an expected result, since more dense de-

loyment of BSs in urban areas increases probability of STCOs. To
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Fig. 14. Number of STCOs and outside air temperature vs. time for two cities. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 5 

Relationship between STCOs and outside air tempera- 

ture (significance level 0.05). 

Scope Correlation P -Value Outcome 

City 1 0 .59 < 10 −5 S 

City 2 0 .40 < 10 −5 S 

City 3 0 .09 0.22 NS 

City 4 −0 .02 0.79 NS 

City 5 0 .16 0.03 S 

City 6 −0 .02 0.02 NS 

All country 0 .27 4 × 10 −4 S 

Table 6 

Relationship between STCOs and total transferred traf- 

fic (significance level 0.05). 

Scope Correlation P -Value Outcome 

City 1 0.73 < 10 −5 S 

City 2 0.69 < 10 −5 S 

City 3 0.67 < 10 −5 S 

City 4 0.66 < 10 −5 S 

City 5 0.82 < 10 −5 S 

City 6 0.82 < 10 −5 S 

All country 0.81 < 10 −5 S 
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6 Recall that a value of 1 is obtained in the case of maximum positive correlation, 

0 with no correlation, and −1 with maximum negative correlation. 
give more insight, we then compute also the STCO density by di-

viding the number of STCOs with the total number of inhabitants

of the area (either rural or urban), which is an indicator of the

average impact of STCOs on users. Fig. 13 (c)–(d) report the STCO

density variation vs. time for X = 16 , 0 0 0 and X = 20 , 0 0 0 , respec-

tively. Interestingly, the STCO density is clearly higher in rural areas

rather than in urban ones, due to the fact that in the most cases

a single BS in a rural area covers less inhabitants compared with a

BS located in an urban one. This result suggests that the negative

impact of STCOs is higher for users living in rural zones compared

to those living in urban ones. 

4.5. Investigating possible STCOs causes 

In the last part of our work, we investigate the possible STCOs

causes. Initially, we consider how much the outside air temper-

ature affects the STCOs. The intuition is quite simple: since the

measurements of STCOs are extracted from a summer period, the

temperatures will be higher during the day compared to the night.

The cellular equipment then needs to be cooled during the day, i.e.,

by means of air conditioning. The usage of air conditioning may

lead to an increase in the STCOs, as a consequence of more fre-

quent power outages or air conditioning failures. To verify this as-

sumption, we consider the variation of temperature and the num-

ber of STCOs for the main cities in the country. 

Fig. 14 reports the trends of STCOs and temperature vs. time

obtained from two large cities. In this case, both STCOs and tem-

peratures are higher during the day, and lower during the night,

suggesting that there may be a correlation between STCOs and

the period of time under consideration (i.e., a summer period). In

the following part, we then extend the analysis to the other major
ities, and to the whole country as well. More in depth, we com-

ute the correlation between the number of STCOs and tempera-

ure vs. time for each major city and in the whole country. The cor-

elation is computed with the classical Pearson product-moment

orrelation coefficient [13] , which takes values between + 1 and

1. 6 From the correlation coefficient and the number of samples,

e have then computed the p-value, by assuming a fixed signifi-

ance level of 0.05. Given this information, we are able to check if

he results on correlation are significant or not. Table 5 reports the

orrelation coefficients, the corresponding p -values, and the out-

ome of the p -value test (NS stands for “not significant”, while S

enotes “significant”). Focusing on the correlation coefficients, we

an see that the number of STCOs is lightly correlated with the

utside air temperature. Looking then at the p -values and at the

utcome of the p -value test, we can see that the results are signif-

cant for City 1, City 2, City 5, and the whole country. However, the

ities experiencing the highest correlation are also the ones which

ere affected by the lighting/storms (which likely caused power

utages). Therefore, the light correlation may be mainly due to ad-

erse weather conditions. However, we believe that this hypothesis

hould be verified over multiple data-set (e.g., considering different

eriods of time). We leave this aspect as future work. 

To give more insight, we have then repeated our analysis by

onsidering the number of STCOs vs. the amount of transferred

raffic. Table 6 reports the main results. Interestingly, there is a

trong correlation between the number of STCOs and the estimated

ransferred traffic for all the cities and even in all the country.

oreover, the results are always significant. Thus, the increase of

raffic (and consequently of the cell load) strongly impacts the in-

rease in the number of STCOs, suggesting that the traffic has to be

arefully managed, e.g., by carefully exploiting load balancing and

ff-loading techniques [14] to decrease the load on BSs. 

. Discussion 

In this section, we discuss the main issues and lessons learned

hat emerge from our work. 
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.1. Importance of STCOs detection 

Presented results show non negligible impact of the STCOs on

verall cellular network performance and operators revenue. For

hat reason, we argue that the impact of the STCOs must be in-

egrated in the network planning and management process. This

an be done through inclusion of the STCO information and sta-

istical data into cellular network simulators, which are used for

lanning of completely new cellular networks or for extension of

xisting ones. The STCO information can be included into simulator

hrough normalization of presented data obtained for national cel-

ular network having 800 2G BS sites, and adjusting it to the size

nd the complexity of existing or new networks. 

In addition, continuous off-line monitoring and analyses of the

TCOs phenomena in real cellular networks can offer to the mo-

ile operators deeper and more precise insight on the network be-

avior and functionality. With such a view, operators can deduce

bout main causes of the STCOs and they can made appropriate

nd on time decisions which can reduce operational expenditures,

evenue losses and users dissatisfaction caused by STCOs. Some of

ossible operators’ decisions can be related with timely investment

n the newer BS hardware and software or appropriate realloca-

ion or replacement of hardware which is less prone to the STCOs.

or example, improvement of BSs power supply systems or bet-

er storm protection of BSs sites in terms of water penetration and

ighting isolation may reduce the number of STCOs. In addition,

mprovements in BS site cooling systems based on natural air cool-

ng (known as ”free cooling”) may decrease the number of STCOs

elated with air conditioning failures. Finally, usage of renewable

nergies as redundant sources for powering BS sites may improve

he reliability of power supply systems and reducing the number

f STCOs related with short term power outages. 

.2. Scope of the proposed methodology 

In this work, we are more interested in analyzing the impact of

TCOs rather than deploying an on line solution working at the

evel of single BSs. This is due to the fact that normally STCOs

re auto-recovered, without the need of a manual reparation (and

onsequently an on line monitoring system deployed on the sin-

le BSs). This fact, coupled also by the short duration of STCOs,

otivated us to design an off line methodology to analyze the re-

ults. This motivation is further confirmed by the operator inter-

st in this type of network outage occurrences, which can not be

irectly detected in real time by any monitoring tool owned by

he operator. Actually, the proposed off line methodology is rea-

onable, since tracking STCOs in real time might lead to wrong

onclusions due to the self/auto recovery nature of the STCOs. On

he other hand, operators want to obtain statistical reports of the

mpact of STCOs on the level of complete network per time pe-

iods, sectors, locations, technology, etc. to properly understand

ow to reduce their occurrence. Thus, an offline analysis offers

ore reliable and accurate conclusions than an online one. We

eave the investigation of possible on line approaches as future

ork. 

In our scenario, the outages are first recorded in a database, and

hen the STCOs are extracted from the stored data as a second step.

ur solution has been applied to an operator database by taking

nto account real BSs. The proposed algorithm is polynomial with

he number of sectors N and the number of time slots D , resulting

n a time complexity O(D × N) . The resulting complexity has not

een an issue with the current number of sectors (around 1300

ectors reporting STCOs), and the current number of time slots (ev-

ry 15 min for one week). Clearly, larger amount of data than the

ne analyzed in this paper will require to split the sectors in dif-

erent clusters (both in space and time) that can be processed in
arallel to retrieve the STCOs and to limit the increase in the com-

utation time. 

.3. Impact of STCOs in future networks 

Current trends in cellular networks predict a notably increase

n the user traffic [15] . To cope with this issue, operators and re-

earchers are investigating dense cellular networks [16] , with the

ossibility of deploying small cells in hot-spot locations. In this

cenario, we expect that STCOs may occur, due to the possible high

oad experienced by the cells. We therefore point out the impor-

ance of load balancing and off-loading techniques [14] , being low

oaded BSs less prone to STCOs. 

Additionally, power consumption of cellular networks is far to

e negligible [17] . In the literature, different works have investi-

ated the possibility of reducing the number of powered on BSs

o save energy (see e.g. [18–23] ). This approach can be applied e.g.

n urban areas, where the BS deployment is more constrained by

apacity rather than coverage. Thus, there is a trade off between

he minimization of power (which would concentrate the load on

ossible few BSs powered on) and the limitation of STCOs (which

ould instead require to spread the load across the BSs). We plan

o investigate this issue as future work. 

Finally, the STCOs trigger switching off and on of one or more

ells (sectors) or complete BSs. Since currently installed cellular

quipment is not envisioned to be frequently activated and de-

ctivated [24,25] , the BS lifetime might be impacted with fre-

uent STCOs. For that reason, analyses concerning impact of the

TCOs on BSs lifetime will be performed in our future research

ctivities. 

. Conclusions and future work 

We have presented a realistic study driven by operator mea-

urements on the impact of STCOs on a cellular network. This

tudy has been motivated by the need of having a deeper in-

ight in these hidden events that may affect the operators rev-

nue and network maintenance. Our results shown that STCOs

re affecting the everyday behavior of the network, and their

mpact tends to be higher during peak traffic hours and in the

resence of adverse weather conditions. In general, we have in-

erred the possible causes of outages, being STCOs triggered ei-

her by severe weather impacting all the three sectors of a BS,

r the user load on a single sector. Moreover, we have estimated

hat the duration of STCOs is less than 2 min on average, thus

mposing challenges on how to properly detect STCOs in real

ime. Additionally, STCOs occurrence is different in different mor-

hologic areas, where urban areas experience larger number of

he STCOs, while STCOs in rural areas have stronger impact on

sers. Finally, we have shown that STCOs are strongly correlated

ith the amount of transferred traffic rather than the outside air

emperature. 

As next steps, we will consider the impact of heterogeneous BSs

n STCOs. In particular, we will study a scenario composed of dif-

erent technologies (i.e., 2G/3G/4G) in which BSs differ in terms of

Ss hardware and software components. Additionally, we will ex-

end our analysis over multiple data sets. 
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